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Micro computed tomography 
images of capillary actions in rough 
and irregular granular materials
Sadegh Nadimi  1 ✉, Joao Mendes2, alejandro López3, Laurenz Schröer4, Sojwal Manoorkar4, 
Sharon Ellman4, Veerle Cnudde  4,5 & agostino Walter Bruno6

The present work investigates the effect of both surface roughness and particle morphology on the 
retention behaviour of granular materials via X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) observations. 
X-ray µCT images were taken on two types of spherical glass beads (i.e. smooth and rough) and two 
different sands (i.e. natural and roughened). Each sample was subjected to drainage and soaking 
paths consisting in a multiphase ‘static’ flow of potassium iodine (KI) brine (wetting phase) and dry 
air (non-wetting phase). Tomograms were obtained at different saturation states ranging from fully 
brine saturated to air dry conditions with 6.2 μm voxel size resolution. The data acquisition and pre-
processing are here described while all data, a total of 48 tomograms, are made publicly available. The 
combined dataset offers new opportunities to study the influence of surface roughness and particle 
morphology on capillary actions as well as supporting validation of pore-scale models of multiphase 
flow in granular materials.

Background & Summary
Capillary actions are known to strongly influence the strength and flow properties of granular materials1–4, thus 
playing a fundamental role in several natural and engineering applications (e.g. slope stability5, earth construc-
tion6, building foundations7, caking in pharmaceutics8 and agriculture9 to name a few). These actions rise at the 
interfacial equilibrium (i.e. meniscus) between vapour and liquid phases within the pore network of granular 
materials and they are influenced by both the surface roughness and morphology of the grains.

However, most of the existing models on capillary phenomena in granular and porous materials rely on the 
assumptions of spherical and smooth particles10,11. As the capillary forces acting on spherical particles at the 
liquid-vapour interface can be described by the Young-Laplace equation, numerous numerical solutions have 
been developed based on the above simplifying assumptions12–14. Some studies have modelled capillary actions 
in multiphase sharp-edged particles15,16, but the boundary conditions for the contact angle at the sharp edges 
require additional assumptions that hinder the direct application of the Young-Laplace equation.

Only a handful of models have attempted to reproduce the effect of particle shapes and surface roughness on 
capillary actions rising within the porous network of granular materials17. However, a lack of experimental data 
on the retention behaviour of rough and irregular granular materials is hindering the further development of 
accurate analytical and numerical capillarity models18.

Interestingly, recent advances in imaging techniques allow for an unprecedented visualisation of liquid 
menisci forming in multiphase granular materials. For instance, Fig. 1 shows a Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) image of water menisci forming at inter-particle contacts between glass beads (scanned at LEMAS centre 
at the University of Leeds). By taking advantage of these advanced imaging tools, the present work provides the 
first experimental dataset investigating the effect of particle morphology and surface roughness on the onset of 
capillary menisci in granular materials. For this purpose, four types of granular materials (namely smooth and 
rough spherical glass beads, natural and roughened sands) have been subjected to drainage (drying) and soaking 
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(wetting) paths during which X-ray micro-computed tomograms were taken at different saturation states, rang-
ing from fully brine saturated to air dry conditions. The resulting datasets are made available online19–22 with 
the aim of further animating ongoing research from the scientific community on the influence of surface rough-
ness and particle morphology on a broad range of capillary state variables, such as water, air and solid volumes 
(i.e. phases distribution), contact lines, contact angles, radii of curvature, interfacial areas (i.e. air-brine and 
brine-solid interfaces) as well as other features, such as sphericity of air bubbles, pore-scale processes and grain 
movements.

Methods
Materials and sample preparation. X-ray micro computed tomography (µCT) scans were performed 
on smooth and rough spherical glass beads as well as natural and roughened sands to investigate the effect of 
surface roughness and particle morphology on the retention behaviour of granular materials. Both sands have a 
specific gravity of solid particles of 2700 kg/m3 while glass beads exhibited a lower value of 2500 kg/m3. All types 
of granular materials tested in the present work have a median particle size (d50) of 500 μm and they are mainly 
composed by silica. The surface of both sand particles and glass beads were mechanically roughened by milling 
the supplied materials following the technique described in the literature23–25. Measured by optical interferometry, 
the generated roughness root mean square height is in the range of 250–500 nm (<0.1% d50). The sphericity is 
0.95 for the glass bead and is 0.86 for the sand. A dry mass of about 1.25 g for each tested material was measured 
by means of a balance with a resolution of 10−4 g and then inserted inside a testing tube. Inside this tube, each 
sample is sandwiched between a saturated high air entry value (HAEV) ceramic disc at the bottom and a metallic 
mesh at the top. The latter was needed to prevent sample particles from entering the drainage circuits and causing 
blockages. All samples had a diameter of 6 mm (i.e. nominal inner diameter of the testing tube) while the height 
was fixed at around 30 mm to target a value of dry density of about 1470 kg/m3. Sample height was measured by 

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy showing water menisci at inter-particle contacts of glass beads with a scale 
bar unit of 100 μm (a) and 20 μm (b).

Sample
Dry mass 
[g]

Macroscopic measurements Microscopic measurements (from µCT scans)

Height [mm] Diameter [mm] Volume [mm3] Height [mm] Diameter [mm] Volume [mm3]

Natural sand 1.255 28.10

6.0

795

7.44 6.0 210

Roughened sand 1.254 30.17 853

Smooth spherical 
glass beads 1.245 30.12 852

Rough spherical 
glass beads 1.246 29.96 847

Table 1. Samples mass and dimensions: macroscopic and microscopic determinations.

Sample Bulk volume [mm3] Dry density [kg/m3] Void ratio [-] Porosity [-]

Natural sand 795 1579 0.710 0.415

Roughened sand 853 1470 0.836 0.455

Smooth spherical glass beads 852 1462 0.710 0.415

Rough spherical glass beads 847 1471 0.699 0.411

Table 2. Physical properties of all samples.
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means of a calliper with a resolution of 10−2 mm. Table 1 summarises sample mass and dimensions as measured 
from both macroscopic measurements and µCT scans. The latter assume the same diameter of the macroscopic 
measurements and the height as the product of a voxel size of 6.2 μm and 1200 slices. Note that the sample height 
from the two measurements is different because µCT scans are only taken on a small mid-height portion of each 
sample. Table 2 lists instead the main physical properties (i.e. bulk and dry densities, void ratio and porosity) of 
each tested sample as determined from the macroscopic dimensions of Table 1. After insertion inside the testing 
tube, samples were subjected to drainage and soaking tests, as detailed in the following section.

Drainage and soaking tests. After sample preparation, the testing tube containing the sample was inserted 
inside a vitton sleeve that enabled the application of a confining pressure of about 1.5 MPa by means of a Reaxus 
pump. The sleeve was then inserted into a core holder and the two extremities of the sample were connected to (i) 
a dual-piston pump from Vindum Engineering for brine or air injection/extraction and waste lines for drainage, 
(ii) a pressure transducer measuring differential pressure between air and brine and (iii) a confinement pressure 
line. Figure 2 shows both a schematic of the testing setup, which is similar to that adopted by Wang et al.26 (Fig. 2a) 
and the sample assembly together with brine inlet, air inlet, waste-lines (bottom and top) and confinement line 
(Fig. 2b). After assembly, the sample was lifted into position by means of a vertical motor and centred between 
the X-ray source and the detector before starting the µCT tests. Initially, two tomograms were taken on each 
sample under air dry and deionised water saturated conditions. These first two scans will serve for the segmenta-
tion and subsequent 3D reconstruction of the solid particles (i.e. sand grains and glass beads). Afterwards, each 
sample was saturated with brine prepared by mixing deionised water either at 7.5% or 5% concentration by mass 
of potassium iodine (KI), as shown in Table 3. These concentrations were selected because they gave an optimal 
contrast of the three different phases (grains, air and brine). Note that increasing the brine concentration from 
5% to 7.5% changed the solution density from 1036 to 1054 kg/m3, the surface tension from 73.15 to 73.32 mN/m 
and the relative viscosity respect to distilled water at 20 °C from 0.984 to 0.978, as determined from experimental 
data published in the literature27–29. Afterwards, a scan was taken on the brine saturated sample before dry air 
(non-wetting fluid) or brine (wetting fluid) were either injected or extracted at a constant flow rate of 0.005 mL/
minute to perform the desiccation and soaking paths. Tomograms were then regularly taken as capillary menisci 
started to form until samples were either almost completely air dried or brine saturated with only a few isolated 
menisci. Tables 3 and 4 illustrates the consecutive sequence of desiccation and soaking paths applied to both 
sands and glass beads samples, respectively. Only in one case, due to testing time extending over a two-day period, 
testing conditions were repeated as in the previous tomogram (i.e. for tomograms named ‘10.NaturalSand_
Test10’ and ‘11.NaturalSand_Test11’). Between these two tomograms no further injections or extractions of dry 
air or KI brine were imposed, and these tomograms serve only the purpose of verification of equalisation of the 
differential pressure between air and brine after the overnight test pause. For all other cases, as the testing was 
completed on a single day, each tomogram refers to a successive testing step compared with the precedent one. 
Moreover, all types of flow occurred vertically with air injected from the top of the sample in the downward 
direction while brine was either injected upwardly or extracted downwardly from the bottom of the sample, 
as it can be deduced from Fig. 2. Note that volumes of injected or extracted fluid indicated in Tables 3 and 4  
do not correspond to the fluid volumes entering or exiting the sample portion analysed via µCT scans. This is 
because it is not possible to have accurate measurements of the injected air volumes because of the compressibility 

Fig. 2 Schematic of the in situ µCT flow test set-up26 (a) and assembled roughened sand sample together with 
flow lines connections (b).
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of this fluid. Moreover, a fraction of the fluid volumes is needed to soak or drain the sample extremities which are 
not included in µCT scans. Hence, an accurate estimate of the brine and air volumes within the scanned part of 
the samples can only be obtained from the tomograms19–22. Tables 3 and 4 also include measured values of differ-
ential pressure between air and brine at the two extremities of the sample.

Imaging setup. A laboratory-based µCT system was used for all experiments. µCT is a non-destructive 
technique to image internal structures and dynamic processes in opaque materials. The emitted X-rays are scat-
tered and absorbed by the sample, which causes X-ray attenuation. This is controlled by the X-ray energy and the 
absorbing material’s density and atomic number30. In the present work, all µCT scans were taken using the EMCT 
system located at the Centre for X-ray Tomography (UGCT) at Ghent University. This gantry-based system is 
designed for in situ imaging, where the sample remains stable and the X-ray source and detector rotate around 
the sample, as in Dierick et al.31. The scans were taken at 90 kV and 8 W, with an exposure of 120 ms and no filter 
was applied. Each projection consisted of four averages while 2001 projections were made per scan, which lasted 
for about 16 minutes.

Image reconstruction and processing. The scans were reconstructed using Octopus Reconstruction ver-
sion 8.9.4.9 (XRE). Beam hardening and ring filtering were applied. The reconstruction parameters and final grey 
values were kept constant for each sample to allow comparison of the scans. An extra ring filter was applied in 
some instances, if necessary. The reconstruction resulted in 16-bit cross-sections (.tiff files) through the sample 
with a final voxel size of 6.2 µm. 3D images of the skeleton of glass beads and rough sand are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
These images are obtained after denoising the raw images by first removing the dark spots with a size equal or 
smaller than 3 pixels and then the bright ones with the same size. For the purpose of technical validation, the 
samples are then binarised by using Otsu thresholding to estimate the preliminary 3D threshold value. This also 
served to calculate void ratio and porosity, as shown in the Section ‘Technical Validation’.

Data Records
All the data records are publicly available on Zenodo repository. The dataset is comprised of 15 scans for natural 
sand, 11 scans for rough sand, 8 scans for smooth glass beads and 14 scans for rough glass beads. Testing condi-
tions were instead summarised in Tables 3 and 4 for natural and rough sands and smooth and rough glass beads, 
respectively. The DOIs are listed below:

File name19,20 Testing condition
Diff. pressure 
(Pa)

Natural sand

0.NaturalSand_Skeleton Air dry sample —

1.NaturalSand_Dry Sample saturated with deionised water —

2.NaturalSand_Wet Sample saturated with brine at 5% concentration —

3.NaturalSand_Test1 Drainage by imposing a differential pressure of 8 kPa. 
Sample dried out completely 8000

4.NaturalSand_Test2 Soaking by injecting 0.2 mL of brine 600

5.NaturalSand_Test3 Soaking by injecting 0.05 mL of brine 400

6.NaturalSand_Test4 Soaking by injecting 0.05 mL of brine 200

7.NaturalSand_ Wet2 Sample saturated with brine at 5% concentration 0

8.NaturalSand_Test8 Drainage by injecting 0.25 mL of air 450

9.NaturalSand_Test9 Drainage by injecting 0.05 mL of air 600

10.NaturalSand_Test10 Drainage by injecting 0.05 mL of air 1000

11.NaturalSand_Test11 Same condition as ‘10. NaturalSand_Test10’ 1000

12.NaturalSand_Test12 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1900

13.NaturalSand_Test13 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 2400

14.NaturalSand_Test14 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 2300

Rough sand

2.0.RoughSand_Skeleton Air dry sample —

2.1.RoughSand_Dry Sample saturated with deionised water —

2.2.RoughSand_Wet Sample saturated with brine at 7.5% concentration —

2.3.RoughSand_Test3 Drainage by injecting 0.25 mL of air 0

2.4.RoughSand_Test4 Drainage by injecting 0.05 mL of air 0

2.5.RoughSand_Test5 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1100

2.6.RoughSand_Test6 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1260

2.7.RoughSand_Test7 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1400

2.8.RoughSand_Test8 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1350

2.9.RoughSand_Test9 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1300

2.10.RoughSand_Test10 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1300

Table 3. Drainage and soaking paths applied to both natural and roughened sands.
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Natural Sand19: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8073680
Roughened Sand20: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8074919
Smooth glass beads21: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8075767
Rough glass beads22: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8073825

technical Validation
For the reconstructed images, the voxel size is 6.2 µm. However, the true image resolution refers to the finest 
detail distinguishable in the image, which depend on the voxel size, image blur and other artefacts. There is no 
universal measure that fully characterizes the true resolution. However, the Fourier ring correlation has been 
proposed as a fully automatic quantitative image-based measure without the need for prior information. This 
parameter is calculated using the Fourier Ring Correlation plugin in Fiji (ImageJ) on 2D slices of 3 different 

File name21,22 Testing condition Diff. pressure (Pa)

Smooth spher. 
glass beads

3.0.SmoothGlassBeads_Skeleton Air dry sample —

3.1.SmoothGlassBeads_Dry Sample saturated with deionised water —

3.2.SmoothGlassBeads_Wet Sample saturated with brine at 7.5% concentration —

3.3.SmoothGlassBeads_Test8 Drainage by injecting 0.5 mL of air. No changes observed and test 
switched to brine extraction —

3.4.SmoothGlassBeads_Test9 Drainage by extracting 0.125 mL of brine 700

3.5.SmoothGlassBeads_Test10 Drainage by extracting 0.05 mL of brine 976

3.6.SmoothGlassBeads_Test11 Drainage by extracting 0.025 mL of brine 1020

3.7.SmoothGlassBeads_ Test12 Drainage by extracting 0.025 mL of brine 1020

Rough spher.  
glass beads

4.0.RoughGlassBeads_Skeleton Air dry sample —

4.1.RoughGlassBeads_Dry Sample saturated with deionised water —

4.2.RoughGlassBeads_Wet Sample saturated with brine at 7.5% concentration —

4.3.RoughGlassBeads_Test1 Drainage by injecting 0.2 mL of air. Sample dried out completely 1100

4.4.RoughGlassBeads_Wet2 Sample re-saturated with brine at 7.5% concentration 700

4.5.RoughGlassBeads_Test2 Drainage by injecting 0.1 mL of air 1100

4.6.RoughGlassBeads_Test3 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 1200

4.7.RoughGlassBeads_Test4 Drainage by injecting 0.075 mL of air 2300

4.8.RoughGlassBeads_Test5 Drainage by injecting 0.025 mL of air 2200

4.9.RoughGlassBeads_Test6 Soaking by injecting 0.025 mL of brine 1900

4.10.RoughGlassBeads_Test7 Soaking by injecting 0.0125 mL of brine 1670

411.RoughGlassBeads_Test8 Soaking by injecting 0.0125 mL of brine 1430

4.12.RoughGlassBeads_Test9 Soaking by injecting 0.0125 mL of brine 1360

4.13.RoughGlassBeads_Test10 Soaking by injecting 0.025 mL of brine 1230

Table 4. Drainage and soaking paths applied to both smooth and rough spherical glass beads.

Fig. 3 3D skeleton of glass beads and rough sand samples both with a median particle size of 500 μm.
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µCT images from the experiments32,33. This resulted in an average image resolution of 15.43 µm with a standard 
deviation of 0.49 µm. Table 5 compares the void ratio and porosity from both the macroscopic and the µCT 
measurements. Note that µCT scans are taken on a small mid-height portion of each sample under a confining 
pressure of 1.5 MPa. Hence, the discrepancies between the two measurements may have been generated by both 
edge effects and confinement. Despite these experimental constraints, the two macro- and micro-measurements 
of void ratio and porosity are indeed very similar, which confirms the good quality of the all the four datasets.

Code availability
Image analysis is performed using the open-source software Fiji-ImageJ (1.53c) and MATLAB (R2021a).

Shape characterisation of particles and calculation of shape descriptor parameters including surface roughness 
and sphericity were performed utilising the SHAPE code by Angelidakis et al.34 publicly available from the link 
below: https://github.com/vsangelidakis/SHAPE.
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